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1 of 1 review helpful High Quality By Brookside Bobcat The quality of this publication is top notch It is laid out very 
well and the footnotes are perfect not to many but just enough I cannot attest to the translation itself because this is my 
first time reading TSZ Yo really have to concentrate when reading this it is very esoteric and full of interesting 
imagery 54 of 62 review helpful Nietzsche regarded Thus Spoke Zarathustra as his most important work and his story 
of the wandering Zarathustra has had enormous influence on subsequent culture Nietzsche uses a mixture of homilies 
parables epigrams and dreams to introduce some of his most striking doctrines including the Overman nihilism and the 
eternal return of the same This edition offers a new translation by Adrian Del Caro which restores the original 
versification of Nietzsche s text and the style of Del Caro s translation is particularly successful in capturing the rich 
sonority and hyperbolic even bombastic rhetoric of Nietzsche s astonishing German British Journal for the History of 
Philosophy About t 
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